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1988 and 1989 b-vc been ‘anni mirabiles’: WC have seen wirh 
ndmiraFion anu Y, ar infcrcst how the loosening of inhibirion 
in one pi.ece of a puzzle spreads a boosting of (rr)activiry into 
the ncighbouring ones - a kind of ‘domino elfccr’. Conrrary 
10 what some readers may think. I am not referring to political 
events, bur to the nearly explosive increase in our knowledge 
on the molecular processes underlying Fhc nllosceric activa!ion 
and/or inhibition in a number of key ens.ymes and orher pro- 
tcinrr. 
Wyman and Chnngcux, plus rhnt of Koshltind, Nemerhy and 
Filmrr, plus, of course, Peruta’ own epochal wark. This book 
clearly illustrates, also by way OF cxccllcnF black and white 
and colour pictures, Fhc turning points between model and 
‘the real thing’. IF is a must for the specialists in rhc field, bur 
also, and perhaps more so, for those among us who arc not. 
Pr?rutz’ book is most timely in describing in an easily ac- 
cessible form the recent work from various groups on 
hemoglobin, ocher Oz-binding proteins, on glycogen 
phosphorylasc, phosphofructokinasc, aspartate transcar- 
bamylase and other proteins. Anyone acquainted with Perutz’ 
previous writings will expect a lucid, critical and up to date 
description and discussion of the latest experimental obscrva- 
[ions and concepts (some still unpublished at the time the 
book was written). The expectation is fulfilled. 
It makes fascinating reading to follow in detail how an 
almost irrelevant chemical event propagates and amplifies in- 
to a subtle, yet fundamental biochemical function. Perutz 
takes us through this labyrinth, which becomes as beautiful as 
the garden of Eden. Ariadne’s thread is the model of Monod, 
Pcrurz, however, does not only give an account of the most 
recent advances in the Field. Those among us (the present 
reviewer included) who have a keen interest in rhe history of 
our fascinating science will also appreciate finding here the 
mention of the very first phenomenon which indicated the 
change in conformation accompanying the reaction of deox- 
yhaemoglobin to oxyhacmoglobin, Felix Haurowitz, who had 
had to flee from Nazi Germany and was working in Prague at 
that time and moved to the University of Istanbul in 1939, 
submitted his paper in 1938 to the Hoppe Seyler’s Zeitschrift 
fiir physiologische Chemie, The Editors, K. Thomas and F. 
Knoop, ignored the prohibition against publishing papers 
from Jewish authors - a felony for which Knoop had to pay 
by being imprisoned. The present reviewer wishes to all 
readers that history will not repeat itself. 
G. Semenza 
